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An approach toward testing of solar cells is outlined, and a lest set and
evaluation procedure of test results ore described. Outer space short-circuit

current is calculated from spectral response measurements performed on the

cells. From this and additional measurements that determine the forward

diode characteristic, the maximum obtainable power and the voltage at

which maximum power is dclivtrcd are computed. The accuracy of outer

space short-circuit current predictions is ±# to S per cent when suitable

standards are employed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The solar cell is a device which converts light energy into electrical

energy. The electrical output of the cell, or response, depends on the

spectral composition of the incident light. For space applications, de-

termination of the response of solar cells to sunlight not filtered by the

atmosphere is of great importance.

In characterization of the performance of a solar cell under outer space

illumination, the most important parameter is the short-circuit current

under such illumination. Once this current is known, the current-voltage

output characteristic can be measured under a light source of arbitrary

spectral distribution but of an intensity adjusted to produce the outer

space short-circuit current.

This paper shows that it is practical to obtain the outer space short-

circuit current from measurements of the spectral response of solar cells.

Of the alternative approaches, one method relics on measurements under

terrestrial sunlight while another method attempts to simulate the

spectrum of the sun. Each of these two methods has practical difficulties

that offset its inherent simplicity.

The direct sunlight measurements must be made outdoors unless
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special buildings or sun tracking facilities are available and should be

made at high mountain altitudes. Only a few hours around noon on clear

days can be used for precision work. These requirements constitute a

considerable difficulty, especially for laboratories located on the East

Coast. Even if measurements are made at high altitudes, corrections

must still be applied for the alteration of the spectrum and the reduction

of over-all intensity by atmospheric absorption and scattering.

Direct solar simulation requires a light source which is constant in

time and which has a spectral composition equivalent to that of the sun.

Absolute spectral measurements of high accuracy are required for

calibration and maintenance. This problem is eased, however, if cali-

brated solar cells are available against which the calibration of the

simulator can be checked.

The only information available from a solar simulator, as well as from

direct sunlight measurements, is the total current of a solar cell; detailed

spectral response information is not obtained.

In the method which is described here, spectral response measurements

are performed on the solar cells themselves. The spectral response at a

given wavelength, multiplied by the sun's intensity at the same wave-

length, gives the contribution to the short-circuit current at this particu-

lar wavelength. The total short-circuit current is obtained by integration

of these contributions over all wavelengths. The spectrum of the sun is

thus introduced only in calculations; the problem of building and main-

taining a sun simulator is avoided. The accuracies with which the spec-

tral response of the cells can be measured are, in principle, comparable

to the accuracies with which the spectral distribution of the output of a

solar simulator can be measured. However, if appropriately calibrated

standard solar cells1 are used, the accuracy of the outer space currents as

determined by the test equipment can be considerably higher than that

of the spectral measurements themselves.

An automatic testing facility based on such principles has been de-

veloped which, in addition to the spectral measurements, evaluates the

current-voltage characteristic of the solar cell under test. The measure-

ments are recorded on IBM cards to facilitate data handling. Evaluation

of the measurements and any statistical analysis of the results is then

easily done on an electronic computer.

This paper gives a description of the test equipment and the testing

procedure. First, a description of the theory is given that relates spectral

information and short-circuit current. There follows a detailed account

of the design of the test set. The procedure for evaluation of the test

results is described in the last section.
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II. THEORY

In the derivation of the relation between the spectral response of solar

cells and short-circuit current it is convenient to represent spectral re-

sponse in terms of quantum efficiency, defined here as the number of

electrons delivered into a short circuit per photon incident on the solar

cell. This represents an over-all efficiency and includes the effects of light

reflection at the surface, internal carrier-pair generation efficiency, and
loss of carriers due to recombination.

If the quantum efficiency is known, the outer space short-circuit cur-

rent, Tscos , can be calculated by integration over all wavelengths of the

product of the incident outer space photon flux density2 ^>(X) and the

quantum efficiency Q(X) of the cell

Lcos = Aq f Q(\)<p(\) r/X (1)

where A is the cell area and q the electronic charge. The quantum effi-

ciency of a solar cell is a smoothly varying function of wavelength. For
this reason it is adequate to sample the quantum efficiency only at a

small number of discrete wavelengths. The integral can be approximated

by a sum

Laos = Aq £Q(X<MX<)A< (2)

where the photon flux entering the sum must be smoothed according to

the intervals at which the quantum efficiency is sampled.

The X, are the wavelengths at which the quantum efficiency is meas-
ured, and the A, are determined by the wavelength intervals between
these points and the integration scheme used, e.g., trapezoidal approxi-

mation, Simpson's rule, Gaussian quadrature, etc.

The quantum efficiencies are measured as shown schematically in

Fig. 1. Light from a tungsten light source is passed through interference

filters which are mounted on a turntable. To eliminate the influence of

fluctuations and drift in the light level, the ratio of the response of the

cell to be measured to that of a monitor cell is taken. In terms of such

ratios, 72, , the quantum efficiency of the sample cell can be expressed as

Q(\) = R<QieS(\i) (3)

where Qraf(\<) is the quantum efficiency of the monitor cell. The sum (2)

can thus be written:

I.** = Z Ri[AqQroi(KM\i)H (4)
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Fig. 1 — Method of measuring ratio of quantum efficiencies.

Defining the quantities in the brackets as "weighting factors"

Wi = AqQn,(\i)vO«)A{ ,
(5)

one obtains for the outer space short-circuit current

Leas = XfliWi .
(G)

The weighting factors include the spectral composition of outer space

sunlight and the quantum efficiency of the monitor cell. In the deriva-

tion, outer space sunlight served only as an example. Clearly, the method

is not restricted to outer space illumination but can be applied, with

appropriate weighting factors, for any illumination of fixed spectral

composition and intensity. Practical schemes for obtaining the weighting

factors in connection with the calibration of a set of solar cells will be

discussed below.

As a preliminary step in obtaining weighting factors for outer space

current prediction, a set of weighting factors referred to as terrestrial

weights was determined for the short-circuit current of solar cells

measured on a clear day near noon at a high altitude. The set of solar

cells which \vere to be calibrated as standards had a wide range in spec-

tral response, as shown in Fig. 2. It included cells bombarded with

various fluxes — up to 2 X 10
l6/cm

2— of 1-Mev electrons and virgin

cells.

To find the terrestrial weighting factors, first the quantum efficiency

of the monitor cell at the various wavelengths is measured on a relative

scale by comparison of the monitor cell output with that of a spectrally
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Mat detector, such as a thermocouple. Combining this information with

relative spectral intensities of the sun under which the observation was
taken, one obtains the short-circuit current to within a common constant

factor for all cells. This factor is readily determined from the actual

measurements of the short-circuit currents. It is significant that only

o.s 0.7 0.8

WAVELENGTH, fi

1.0

Fig. 2 — Quantum efficiencies of set of cells used as standards.
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the current measurements determine the absolute scale, while all other

measurements need to be performed on a relative scale.

However, if the set of solar cells used in such measurements has a suf-

ficiently wide spread in spectral response characteristics, it is possible to

find the weighting factors even without any prior information on the

quantum efficiency calibration and on the spectral composition of the

sun. The appropriate weights are simply those which reproduce the cur-

rent of all cells with the least error.

In the present work, the terrestrial weighting factors were determined

by a judicious combination of the two methods. Fig. 3 shows the result-

ing comparison of the measured short-circuit current and the calculated

current. In this figure the most heavily prebombarded cells appear at the

lower left-hand corner.

To convert the terrestrial weighting factors into outer space weighting

factors, it is necessary to increase the weighting factors at each wave-

length by the ratio of outer space solar intensity to terrestrial solar in-

tensity at this particular wavelength. Such information is readily avail-

able from solar spectral recordings performed by the Smithsonian

Institution. 1 For the set of solar cells shown in Fig. 2 an outer space
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Fig. 3 — Comparison of directly measured current with current calculated

from spectral information.
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extrapolation was performed by this procedure. Thus, weighting factors

were determined for the prediction of outer space short-circuit currents

from the spectral measurements performed on the test set.

The calibrated cells serve as standards for the weighting factors. Thus,

the monitor cell in the test equipment need not provide the long-time

standard. It serves only as a short-time standard that can be compared

readily with the. calibrated cells.

For further characterization of solar cells, additional measurements

under tungsten light filtered through heat-absorbing glasses, later referred

to as "white light," are performed. These are the short-circuit current,

the open-circuit voltage, the current delivered into a 10-ohm load, and

the current delivered into 0.45 volts. The reverse leakage and the forward

voltage with oO ma passing through the solar cell are measured in the

dark.

In a special mode of operation the test equipment can form the

weighted sum, thus giving the short-circuit current directly. In general,

however, it is preferred to evaluate all the test results on a digital com-

puter.

The obtained outer space short-circuit current is then used in con-

junction with the measurements under the white light to calculate the

over-all output characteristic for outer space illumination, in particular

the maximum-power point and the voltage at maximum power.

In addition, the short-circuit current under the white light source is

also calculated from the spectral response with an appropriate set of

weighting factors. The percentage difference between the calculated and

the measured short-circuit current is determined and recorded. Gener-

ally, this difference is small, indicating that the outer space short-circuit

current calculation can be trusted. Occasionally, solar cells are observed

in which the calculated current deviates substantially from the measured

current. This indicates that the particular solar cell has a nonlinear

response, e.g., its quantum efficiency is light level dependent. The results

for the outer space short-circuit current obtained on such solar cells are

correspondingly in error. Alternative methods of calculation that are

applicable to such nonlinear cells are described in Section IV.

III. TEST EQUIPMENT

As mentioned, two groups of measurements are performed in the test

set. One group of eight measurements evaluates the spectral response of

the cells, while the measurements in the other group evaluate the cur-

rent-voltage characteristic of the solar cell.
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For those tests in which the output is porportional to the incident light

intensity, the ratio of the response of the sample cell to that of a reference

cell is measured. This eliminates the effect of drift and fluctuations in

the light source and the interference filters.

The set consists of the following major components:

1. optical system comprising light source and interference filters,

2. mechanical system providing for optical filter transport and actua-

tion of control switches,

3. electronics and ratio-formation,

4. control system, giving control commands for operation of counters

and punch-out, and providing for the routing of the signals through

appropriate amplifiers and attenuators, etc., and

5. output channels: printer or translator and card punch.

3.1 Optical and Mechanical System

The optical system is shown schematically in Fig. 4. A 1-kw incan-

descent projection lamp (General Electric type PH/1M/T20MP) serves

as the light source. The light is focused by a spherical mirror (diameter

12 inches, focal length 5| inches) and directed by a plane mirror towards

the sample and reference cells, which are placed adjacent to each other

in a light-tight box. To insure uniform illumination of both cells, dif-

fusing glass is interposed into the light beam. Long-wavelength light is

attenuated by heat-absorbing glass and nearly monochromatic light at

various wavelengths is selected by narrow-band interference filters.

These filters are mounted on a disk that is driven intermittently by a

Geneva motion and interposes the filters sequentially into the optical

path. The filters have transmission bandwidths of the order 0.01 n. For

the evaluation of silicon cells, filters at the following wavelengths are

used: 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95 n. For measurements on the

solar cells in the dark, four positions are blocked; the remaining four

positions admit white light for measurements of additional solar cell

characteristics. The white light intensity is adjusted to generate in a

typical solar cell a short-circuit current that is comparable to the short-

circuit current expected in outer space.

The important factors of the mechanical system are also shown in

Fig. 4. A 1-rps motor drives the Geneva motion, which advances the

filter disk. Thus the time available for any individual test is 1 sec. The

motor axle contains a set of adjustable cams that actuate microswitches

for the timing of various functions within a single test cycle. The wipers

of a set of 16-position rotary switch decks arc driven by the filter disk

axle to permit the selection of the different types of tests to be performed.
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Fig. 4 — Optical and mechanical system.

3.2 Electronics and Ratio Formation

The various signals encountered are measured by a combination of

voltagc-to-frequency converter (Dymec 1122B) and counter. This com-
bination, when used in both the sample and reference channel, makes
fast and accurate ratio formation possible.

Tf the input voltage at the sample channel is T
r

s volts (see Fig. 5), and

if the voltage-to-frequcncy converter (vfc) gives .4 cycles per second

per volt, the total count Ar
., obtained in / seconds is

N. = VM.

Similarly one obtains in the reference channel

A' r = YrAt.

(7)

(8)
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Fig. 5 — Method of ratio formation.

To form the ratio V,/VT the reference counter is used as a scaler, in

such a way that it gives an output pulse for every 1000 input pulses. The

time between output pulses is then

t =
1000

AVr

(9)

The output pulses from the scaler gate the counter in the sample

channel in such a way that one pulse turns it on and the next one turns

it off. Thus t in (7) is identical to that in (9). This leads to

N. = 1000(F8/Fr ) (10)

i.e., the count in the sample channel counter gives the desired ratio of

the voltages with adequate resolution.

The voltage-to-frequency converter and counter combination, when

used as a voltmeter, gives an output that represents the input voltage

averaged over the time of measurement. Thus fluctuations are smoothed

out. The effective noise bandwidth is therefore the reciprocal of the time

of measurements. In spite of the small noise bandwidth, however, this

combination has a fast transient response. Thus, high-resolution, low-

noise measurements during short time intervals are possible. With a
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wideband amplifier (Kintel type 112) preceding the voltage-to-fre-

quency converter, the equivalent noise at the input that actually has

been observed is of the order of 1 nv for 0.1-second measurement in-

tervals even after an estimated 750 hours of operation of the system. The

chopper at the input of the preamplifier deteriorates with time; for a

new chopper the noise may be considerably below 1 /xv.

The signals to be measured are in the range 0.5 mv to 10 mv except

for the spectral response measurement at the shortest wavelength, 0.4 n,

where the output of the light source is low and the signal is about 100 ftv.

For all other wavelengths the amplifier noise thus contributes less than

0.2 per cent to the measurement error. Since the contribution of the

0.4 y. spectral region to the total short-circuit current is small, the

error contributed by the amplifier to the total short-circuit current is

also below 0.2 per cent.

The short-circuit current is obtained from the measured voltage drop

across a shunting resistor. The resistor has to be of sufficiently low value

that the voltage developed across it would result in a forward current in

the dark that is negligible compared to the short-circuit current. For the

spectral measurements, a resistor of 10 ohms is adequate, while for the

white light measurements a 0.1-ohm resistor is used. The switching of

resistors at the low signal levels has to be done carefully to prevent in-

troduction of spurious thermal emf's. Mercury relays are employed in an

arrangement shown in Fig. 6. For the measurement of the open-circuit

voltage (~£ volt) and other voltages of comparable magnitude, the pre-

amplifier is bypassed and the signal is fed directly into the voltage-to-

frequency converter.

3.3 The Control System

The programming of the various tests is accomplished through the 1 (>-

position switch coupled to the axis of the drive motor. Microswitches

control reset commands at the beginning of each test; approximately

in the middle of each test, (after the amplifier transients have died down)

a new counting cycle is initiated. The last operation within each test is

the print command to the printer or IBM punch.

The switching of the signal paths for the various tests is accomplished

by relays which are activated from the 16-position switch through a

diode matrix as shown in Fig. 7.

The following quantities are measured in the tests: in the eight spec-

tral readings, the ratio of the short-circuit currents of sample cell and

reference cell at eight wavelengths,
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ATTENUATOR

Fig. 6 — Switching of signal paths.

7rnv , the current flowing through the cell when a reverse voltage of

5 v is applied through an 800-ohm resistor,

Vl , the voltage developed across a load resistor H,, (^10 ohms) when

the cell is illuminated by white light (see optical system),

V/ , the voltage across the cell when a forward current // ,
normally

50 ma, is passed through the cell in the dark,

Iac , the short-circuit current measured directly under white light.

IacR , the ratio of the short-circuit current of the sample cell under

white light to that of the reference cell (In this measurement the ampli-

fier gains are set such that for proper adjustment of the light source the

numerical value of I, cr is the same as that of I, c .),

U h , the current delivered by the cell under white light illumination

into a 0.45-volt voltage source, and

Voc , the open-circuit voltage of the cell under white light illumination.

The short-circuit current is measured both directly (/„) and nor-

malized (/„„). In the linearity test, the normalized current is to be used,

as it is compared with the normalized spectral readings. In the evalua-
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tion of the output characteristics, the unnormalized short circuit current

is used in conjunction with the open-circuit voltage and the voltage

across a load resistor.

IV. EVALUATION OF THE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT

The short-circuit current is evaluated from the raw data according to

(()). This evaluation can be performed either directly by the test equip-

ment concurrently with the measurement of the R { or by a separate

calculation, preferably on an electronic computer.

For the evaluation in the test set the counter is not reset between the

spectral response measurements #, . The multiplication by TF, is carried

out by interposing attenuators between the preamplifier and voltage-

to-frequency converter of the sample channel. Such attenuators are

switched by the 16-position switch, which is coupled with the axle of

the filter disk. The number added into the counter at each filter position

equals the current contributed by the wavelength band represented by

the filter, and the final number on the counter gives the total short-circuit

current.

The direct test set evaluation of the short-circuit current is of impor-

tance if no computing facilities are available or if results are needed

SPECTRAL
POSITIONS /LjL

jL

X

jLJ.

AjL

jL

jL.

A
A

A

jL

Fig. 7 — Diode matrix for activation of relays.
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immediately. On most other occasions, it is preferable to have the com-

puter process the raw /?, data, since one set of data can then be analyzed

for cell response under various light sources.

In addition to providing short-circuit current under outer space il-

lumination, the computer program, as used for routine evaluation of

solar cells at Bell Telephone Laboratories, evaluates the short-circuit

current for the white light that is used in some of the tests of the output

characteristic, as discussed in Section II. For a check of consistency, the

program then computes the percentage deviation of this current from the

short-circuit current measured directly under white light. This check is

important for the detection of cells whose short-circuit current changes

nonlinearly with light intensity.

As an additional feature, the program computes the ratio of the com-

puted outer space current to the computed white light current. This

quantity, CC, is of interest for a number of reasons. If the maximum in-

tensity of the white light falls at a different wavelength than the maxi-

mum intensity of outer space sunlight, then CC provides a "color index"

for the cells. In the test set described here the white light is deficient in

infrared and red light due to filtering with heat-absorbing glass. There-

fore, red-sensitive cells have large CC numbers while blue-sensitive ones

have smaller CC numbers.

In the standard procedure for calculating the outer space short-circuit

current, the measured R { values are multiplied by proper weighting

factors W{ and summed as in (6). Fluctuations in intensity and spectral

composition of the light source cause no first-order error, since the Ri

are ratios. However, if the cell current varies nonlinearly with light in-

tensity, the current at full solar illumination, as calculated from spectral

measurements at low light intensity, is in error. From the comparison of

measured white light response and calculated white light response one

knows whether or not a cell is linear. Nonlinear cells are encountered

rarely enough so that they present no serious problem. Nevertheless, the

program can be used — if required— in such a way that errors due to

cell nonlinearity are minimized; however, errors will be introduced if the

spectral content of the white light changes. The procedure is to multiply

the measured white light current IBcR by the factor CC. Since nonlineari-

ties cause errors in both numerator and denominator, the influence is re-

duced to second-order effects.

V. THE OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC

As discussed before in connection with the short-circuit current for

outer space illumination, the output characteristic of the solar cell could
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be established under a light source of arbitrary spectral composition but

adjusted in intensity to produce the known outer space short-circuit

current. To do this, however, would be a very tedious and time-consum-

ing procedure. As an alternative, one measures the output characteristic

under a light source that generates a short-circuit current close to, but

not necessarily equal to, the outer space short-circuit current. It then is

possible to calculate the outer space response from these measurements

and the known outer space short-circuit current.

For such calculations of the output characteristic the following model

of a solar cell is used

:

~q(V + may
I = Isc

- L exp
nkT

-1. (11

Here / is the output current at voltage V, Isc is the light induced cur-

rent (under the given illumination) and corresponds to a current gener-

ator in parallel with the solar cell diode. Rs is a lumped resistance ap-

proximating the contact resistance and sheet resistance in the front

layer of the cell. I , the diode forward-current constant, is orders of mag-

nitude smaller than I8C ; therefore the term ( — 1 ) in (11) can be neg-

lected. With this simplification one can express /„ in terms of the open-

circuit voltage, V„c , i.e. that voltage for which the left side of (11) is

zero, which leads to

q(V + R 8I - VocY
I = L 1 — exp

nkT
(12)

An ideal diode would have a value of 1 for the coefficient n in the

exponent. A number of effects* cause deviations from this simple be-

havior, and frequently the output curve cannot be fitted by a constant

value of n over the entire voltage range and for different light intensities.

However, one may fit the output characteristic over a limited range near

the maximum power point with a constant n for a particular light in-

tensity. Only small errors are introduced if one uses the same value of n

near the maximum power point under slightly different illumination.

Similarly the value of the resistance R, in (12) is not strictly a con-

stant, since it involves a spreading resistance in the thin diffused layer.

Nevertheless, in general R, will be a very weak function of current and

light level so that, for this calculation, it can be treated as a constant.

With these assumptions the output characteristic under outer space

illumination is determined by the four quantities Igc , Voc , n, and R a ,

which must be established by measurement. The first two of these de-

* Among these effects are space-charge recombination and sheet resistance. See

also Ref. 3.
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pend on the particular light level. From the measurements of Iac ,
Voc ,

and Vt, under the white light, and from the measurement of Vj in the

dark, all four quantities can be extracted. By replacing Iac in (12) by

the known outer space short-circuit current Jgcog and setting / = 0, one

obtains the open-circuit voltage VOCOs for outer space illumination. The

parameters Iae0s , VOCos , n, and R„ are now used to characterize the output

characteristic of the cell under outer space illumination. This permits a

calculation of all quantities of interest according to (12), in particular

the maximum power point. An approach for performing these calcula-

tions on an electronic computer is given in the Appendix.

Most of the measurements on the test are reproducible over periods of

hours with an rms deviation from the mean of about 0.5 per cent. If

calibrations on the test set are to be made to an accuracy approaching

0.5 per cent or less, the fine adjustments become very tedious, as the

criterion has to be the result of a statistical analysis of several measure-

ments.

A preferable procedure is to make adjustments oil the test set to a

moderate accuracy and to have the computer apply fine corrections.

Two modes of operation are used. In one mode these corrections are ap-

plied manually as parameters that are entered with the data. In the

other mode, a set of standard cells is measured along with the cells to

be evaluated. The data cards of the standard cells also contain their

calibrated outer space short-circuit current value. The computer can

then determine the percentage deviation of the calculated value of the

outer space short-circuit current from the calibration value for each of

the standard cells. The calculated values of Iacot for the cells under test

are then corrected on the basis of the average of these deviations. A
similar correction is applied to the white light current.

With the latter mode of operation, the long time standard is provided

by a group of standard cells, and the built-in monitor cell serves only as

a short-time reference. If there are no uncertainties introduced by long-

time drifts of the standards, absolute accuracies of outer space short-

circuit current predictions of 2 to 3 per cent should be realizable. Com-

parison of preflight predictions with flight data on the Telstar satellites

and the Anna IB satellite4 confirm that an accuracy of 3 per cent or

better has been achieved.
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APl'ENMX

A.l Method of Calculation of n and R s

The quantity /i is determined by fitting the output characteristic be-

tween V i. and \'„
c . As one has to make allowances for Rs ,

the series re-

sistance, an iterative scheme is convenient. Assume for a moment that

the series resistance /?* is zero. One can then compute the value of n or

iiIT i, from (12)

nl:T V„c - VL

q "A VL \ (13)
ln V ~ RjJ

Using this value of nkT/q one can compute the value of the voltage

across the cell for a current Ixc — 1/ through the illuminated cell

7. - 7.. + *^ In feY (14)
q \I.

If there were no series resistance, then the measured voltage V/ should

be equal to V Because of the series resistance, the voltage Vj is higher

by RK I / . One thus obtains an initial estimate of the resistance

B.-n^L. (15)

Now this value of Ra is used for an improvement of (13). During the

measurement of V L ,
current is flowing out of the cell, and the junction

voltage is the measured voltage VL increased by the voltage drop

( V,./Ri.)/R, . Thus one obtains

nkT _
Voe " Vl

\
l + WL/

, n

9 ln(l-
V^
RJ:

The new value of nkT/q thus obtained can be used to compute an im-

proved value of Ve , and in turn, of Rs , and so on. The convergence of

this procedure is quite rapid, since nkT/q in (14) is multiplied by

In {If/Inc) and // was chosen to be near I8C .

A.2 Method of Calculation of Outer Spaa: Quantities

Using the quantities Isc ,

\'
oc ,

(nkT/q) and Rs , as determined in the

previous section, the outer space quantities are evaluated as follows.
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Outer space open-circuit voltage

:

Vocos = Vo, +— hi!p. (17)
q lsc

For further evaluation of the characteristics it is convenient to introduce

the following normalizations:

=
qV_

y nkT

I

-* urn

x =
Leo* — I 1 - U

(18)

(19)

. =^ (20)

^w5
- (21)

The normalized current u at the normalized voltage y is obtained from

a solution of the equation

u = 1 - f+P-. (22)

In the computer program, this equation is again solved by iteration.

The power at the voltage corresponding to y is now given by

P = (nkT/q)I3Coayu. (23)

To obtain the maximum power, (22) is rewritten so that the normal-

ized voltage appears as a function of the normalized current

y = z- $u + In (1 - u). (24)

The normalized power tt is obtained by multiplying (24) by u

k = u[z -/3w + ln(l - «)] (25 )

The maximum is obtained by equating the derivative to zero. This

yields the condition

+ 2/3w - In (1 - u). (26)
1 - u

In (25), u is required as a function of z and /3. Again, on the computer

a solution is conveniently found by iteration. To get (25) into a form
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suitable for this, a switch is made to the variable x, defined in equation

(19). Then

')x = z + 1 - 2/3 ( 1 - - ) - In x (27)

and in this form the equation can be solved by iteration, starting with

.c — 1 on the right-hand side. One now obtains for the maximum power

/U = IscosVocos
(X " ^ (l +

f) I
(28)

and for the voltage at which maximum power is delivered

7,-=^(»-l)(l + |). (29)
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